
Implementation of the EPBD in Estonia

Status in November 2010

1 > Introduction

More efficient energy consumption in buildings has been one of the priorities of the
governmental energy and housing policy in Estonia. Beside the implementation of
the EPBD, a number of new measures have been recently adopted to ensure
renovation of existing buildings and application of higher energy efficiency
requirements for new buildings. Although the amendments of the Building Act
transposing the main elements of the EPBD came into force in October 2006, the
regulations transposing all the EPBD requirements were only finalised in January
2009.

The revision process of the current legislation is in the starting phase. An initiative
for low-energy buildings has been launched; this foresees the development of
standards for low-energy buildings, and the application of these standards in
practice. The standard will be used as a starting point when the criteria for nearly
zero energy buildings will be developed.

Despite of the significance of the EPBD and the newly implemented building energy
certification practice, the national programmes for the energy auditing of buildings,
as well as the renovation of apartment buildings and public buildings provide more
visible results for the improvement of the energy efficiency of buildings. Actors in
the private sector – building companies, building material and equipment providers,
building energy certifiers and auditors, banks – turn their attention to new business
opportunities related to the energy efficiency of buildings. In the following years,
hundreds of million Euros will be invested in the renovation of existing buildings.

This report presents an overview of the current status of the implementation and of
the plans for the evolution of the implementation of the EPBD in Estonia. It
addresses certification and inspection systems, including quality control
mechanisms, training of Qualified Experts, information campaigns, incentives and
subsidies.

2 > Certification

Certification of buildings

In Estonia, the implementation of the EPBD is the overall responsibility of the
Ministry of the Economic Affairs and Communications. The Ministry has designed the
legislation for the transposition of the EPBD in collaboration with the Tallinn
University of Technology. Valuable contribution in this process was provided also by
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the Estonian Association of Heating and Ventilation Engineers. The regulation on the
energy certification of buildings (“The template of energy certificate and issuing
procedure”) was signed by the Minister of Economic Affairs and Communications on
the 17th of December 2008, and it is published in the website of the State Gazette
of the Republic of Estonia https://www.riigiteataja.ee/akt/13094120. The
regulation sets a procedure for the determination of the energy rating of buildings,
as well as the template of the energy certificate.

The first energy certificates were issued and registered in the National Building
Register in January 2009. Today, the services of building energy certification and
energy auditing are easily accessible to everyone.

The energy certification of buildings is a relatively simple service – it costs typically
from 100 to 200 €, depending on the size of the building. For a more thorough
analysis, an energy audit of the building should be conducted. However, national
property market participants, such as building owners, buyers or renters, are not
interested on paying for a detailed expertise on the building's condition.

The Energy Performance Certificate

In Estonia, there are standard templates for the energy performance certificates.
The certificate provides information on the location of the building, its energy
class, recommendations for energy efficiency improvements, the notes (particularly
on the indoor climate of the building), as well as data regarding the person issuing
the certificate. The validity of the energy performance certificate is 10 years. The
template for a cover page of an energy certificate can be seen in Figure 1. The KEK
parameter is a weighted average energy consumption (primary energy
consumption).

Figure 1 – Cover page of the energy performance certificate (existing office
building).
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There are 7 energy classes for residential buildings, ranging from A to G. There are
8 classes for non-residential buildings, ranging from A to H. The scale for the energy
rating is different for:

1) Small residential buildings
2) Apartment buildings
3) Office buildings
4) Commercial buildings (hotels, restaurants, shops)
5) Public buildings
6) Schools, universities
7) Hospitals and other buildings serving medical purposes
8) Swimming pools
9) Other buildings (warehouses, rescue service buildings, custodial institutions,

etc.)

For new buildings, the energy certificate has only one page. For existing buildings,
the certificate includes three additional pages. The second page of the energy
certificate includes recommendations to the building owner, as well as notes by the
qualified expert. The list of recommendations is almost predefined - service
providers can provide a few specific additional recommendations on the template.

The recommendations to the building owner are typically only expert opinions; they
are proposed without a more thorough cost-benefit analysis. A recommendation
provided on the energy certificate can be, e.g., to conduct an energy audit of a
building. If the expert observes an unusual indoor climate in the building, he/she
should make a note on this in the second page of the energy certificate.

The third page of the energy certificate includes the data provided by the owner for
the issuance of the energy certificate. The fourth page displays the calculations
needed for the determination of the building's energy class.

For existing buildings, a typical energy certificate is based on an operational rating.
The energy class of the building is determined according to the weighted average
energy consumption of the building. The energy consumption of the building
includes heat or fuel needs for heating, ventilation, domestic hot water and cooking
purposes, and electricity consumption. The electricity consumption includes also
the electricity consumption of cooling machines. The aim of using the weighted
average energy consumption is to take into account different environmental impacts
of using different energy sources. The methodology for the energy certification
discourages the use of electricity and promotes the use of renewable energy: the
weighting factor of electricity is 2 times higher than that of renewable energy.

For new buildings and major renovations, only asset rating is used for the issuance
of the energy certificate. The methodology for proving compliance with the energy
performance requirements and for calculating the energy performance number is
published in the governmental regulation “Minimum energy performance
requirements” (https://www.riigiteataja.ee/akt/13217396), and is in general
agreement with the applicable CEN standards. The calculation methodology is
relatively complex compared to the certification of existing buildings; software for
the simulation of buildings' energy is required in order to calculate the energy
performance value (see section 7.1). The energy class of a building is determined
according to the energy performance number.

After the energy performance certificate is issued, it should be registered in the
Building Register, where the date of issuance and the energy class of the building
will be recorded. The registration is done through the internet; this service is free
of charge.

In the national legislation, the meaning of public buildings is wider than that
defined in the EPBD: public buildings requiring certification are all buildings
accessible to the public, with a total floor area greater than 1,000 m2. The
certificates should be displayed on a place clearly visible to the visitors. The energy
class of the building is also displayed in the Building Register.

The energy certificates can be issued by companies or self-employed physical
persons. Three types of companies may issue energy certificates (see section 4.).
For existing buildings, companies providing energy certification or energy auditing
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Weighting factors of
different energy carriers

Renewable
energy 0.7

District heating 0.9
Fossil fuels 1.0
Electricity 1.5
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services may issue energy certificates. For new buildings and major renovations,
only design contractors may issue energy certificates.

The registration of companies is done by the Ministry of Economic Affairs and
Communications. For the registration of a company, an application should be
submitted to the Ministry; this should include information on the specialist in
charge, as well as the documents proving their education or qualification. The data
of registered companies are published in a special public register. After the
registration, the company should annually confirm its compliance with the
requirements in the legislation.

Quality assurance (QA)

In Estonia, the quality assurance procedures are conducted on three levels. Firstly,
the building sector surveillance authority, the Technical Surveillance Authority, has
the mandate to check if the energy performance certificate fulfils the requirements
of the legal acts. Secondly, the Technical Surveillance Authority may issue precepts
to the companies and decide according to its competence. After getting a precept,
the company is obliged to fulfil the demands listed in it. Failure to meet the
demands may result in fines or in cancelling the company's registration in the
Register of Economic Activities. Finally, the Estonian Association of Heating and
Ventilation Engineers, the body issuing the qualifications of energy auditors and
energy certification experts, may cancel the qualification granted to them. If the
qualification of an expert is cancelled, this expert does not fulfil the requirements
for registration in the Register of Economic Activities, and the company where
he/she is in charge will be deleted from the Register of Economic Activities.

Regular quality checks of energy certificates are not introduced in the national
legislation. Usually, the outcomes of the energy certification are checked if the
service has been subsidised. The Technical Surveillance Authority has received
several complaints on the quality of energy certificates; some of them resulted in
precepts or other legal actions to ensure compliance with the legislation.

3 > Inspections - Status of implementation

The role of on-site generation of heat in water-based heating systems is significantly
smaller than that of heat supply from district heating. For boilers, Estonia has
adopted option B of the Article 8 of the EPBD. The Building Act requires that sellers
of boilers provide advice to consumers on demand whenever a new boiler is
installed or an existing boiler is replaced. Provision of advice on demand may
include on-site inspection of the system. If such an inspection is carried out, the
inspection report should include information on options for the replacement of
boilers, other modifications to the heating system, as well as on alternative
solutions that would enable the energy efficient operation of the system.

When a boiler is sold, it should be registered, and the rated output, efficiency, type
of its fuel, etc., must be recorded. The seller should forward to the Technical
Surveillance Authority the information on the registered boilers annually. In 2010,
data on less than 100 boilers were forwarded to the Technical Surveillance
Authority. The registration of boilers started in 2008.

The use of air-conditioning is not widespread in buildings. Usually, small devices
with rated output less than 12 kW are installed; larger systems with rated output
greater than 12 kW are installed in large new buildings that are subject to energy
certification. As the air-conditioning systems are relatively new (the majority of the
systems were installed after 2000) and the summer period in Estonia is short,
improvements in air-conditioning systems provide quite a small energy efficiency
potential. The operation of air-conditioning systems is addressed when an optional
energy audit is carried out.

Registered companies
are listed in the Register
of Economic Activities

http://mtr.mkm.ee
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4 > Independent experts and companies

There are three types of independent qualified experts who may be competent
persons in a company issuing the energy certificates:

1) energy certifiers;
2) energy auditors;
3) building design engineers or architects.

An energy certifier may be a competent person in a company issuing only energy
certificates. The qualifications for energy auditors are higher: they may be
competent persons in a company conducting energy certification or energy auditing
of existing buildings. For new buildings, building designing engineers or architects
may be the competent persons in a design contractor company issuing energy
certificates for new buildings.

The conditions for becoming an energy certifier are limited: higher education of the
candidates is not required; In order to obtain the qualification of energy certifier,
candidates have only to attend a small training course. The qualification will be
obtained if the candidate passes the professional examination of the qualification
provider (Estonian Association of Heating and Ventilation Engineers). By December
2010, 98 persons had obtained the qualification of energy certifier.

The requirements for becoming an energy auditing expert are more demanding: the
candidates should have higher education (degree on mechanical or civil engineering
or architecture) and attend a two-week course for energy auditors. After
successfully attending the course, they may take the professional examination of
the qualification provider. By December 2010, 66 persons had obtained the
qualification of energy auditor.

For energy auditors and energy certifiers, the qualification has to be renewed every
fifth year. As of December 2010, there is only one course provider in Estonia: the
Tallinn University of Technology. Participation in courses has been very active, but
the number of persons attending the courses is higher than the number of experts
who have actually taken the exam of the qualification provider.

To carry out energy certifications of new buildings, the competent person in the
design contractor company only needs to have a higher education in civil
engineering or architecture and adequate working experience (3 years). Additional
qualification is not required.

As of the 31st of December 2010, the total number of companies having the right to
issue energy certificates according to the Register of Economic Activities is the
following:

1) energy certifiers – 154;
2) energy auditors – 86;
3) Design contractors – 2,437.

5 > National Information and Communication Campaigns

The Estonian government is actively implementing policies to improve energy
efficiency in existing buildings. The implementation of policies include promotional
campaigns, most of them targeted at apartment buildings, as their share is roughly
70% of the total residential building stock. The campaigns have been arranged in an
annual basis, to inform tenants of apartment buildings on energy saving measures,
on the potential magnitude of the savings, as well as on getting the expert advice
and support provided by the state. Several methods have been used in these
campaigns: the information has been distributed through TV, radio, printed media,
internet, advertisements in the streets, training courses for persons responsible for
building maintenance, etc. The profile of the energy saving activities has grown by
means of these campaigns. Now, building owners attach great importance to energy

National Information
Campaign in 2009: “If
your home feels cold, you
will lose your money”

Logo of the national
energy week “Saving is a
smart action!” (2009)
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efficiency when planning new investments. The campaigns do not directly inform
the public about either the energy performance certificate or the advice on boilers
under Article 8 option B.

6 > National incentives and subsidies

In Estonia, several mechanisms have been adopted for promoting the provision of
advice to building owners or for supporting the implementation of energy efficiency
investments, namely:

› Support for energy audits of apartment buildings started in 2005. 50% of
the costs of the audit can be covered; the upper limit of the grant is 700 €.
Probably more than 1,500 buildings have benefitted from this instrument.

› Support for the energy certification of buildings is provided by the City of
Tallinn. The grant for an energy certificate is 96 €. The instrument was
launched in 2009, and probably more than 1,500 buildings have benefitted
from it.

› Loans with a low interest rate are provided for residential buildings. The
interest rate is partly subsidised by structural funds. The total budget of
this low-interest loan programme is more than 50 M€.

› In 2010, Estonia established a green investment scheme of 30 M€, funded
by Luxemburg, that is targeted on supporting energy efficiency
investments in apartment buildings.

› In the autumn of 2010, several green investment schemes having a total
volume of 135 M€ targeted on energy efficiency improvements in state-
owned public buildings were launched.

› A low-energy development initiative for public buildings was launched in
2010. Within this initiative, application of standards of low-energy
buildings in 5 small public buildings is foreseen.

› Tax relief for interest paid for home renovation loans: this instrument is
targeted to private persons. When private persons renovate their homes
and take a loan from the bank, the interests paid to the bank may be
deducted from the income declared in their income tax declaration. This
instrument has helped to renew existing individual houses, and it has also
supported the construction of new apartment buildings.

› Tax relief for reinvested profit in businesses: all businesses may deduct the
reinvested profit from their income in their income tax declaration. The
businesses may reinvest their profit in more energy efficient buildings.

7 > Impact of the EPBD at national level

Evolution of minimum energy performance requirements in building regulations

In Estonia, the minimum energy performance requirements are expressed as an
energy performance number calculated for the building on its standardised use.
Data for the standardised use include a description of load profiles and indoor
climate.

In 2008, the minimum energy performance requirements were adopted for 6
different building types. Before then, there was not any specific legal obligation to
insulate buildings or to design energy efficient technical systems in the buildings in
Estonia. Minimum energy performance requirements are set as maximum allowable
energy performance numbers. These numbers characterise the primary energy
demand in the building. Maximum energy performance numbers are set as follows
(for existing buildings, only for those undergoing a major renovation):

Major renovation of an
apartment building in
Tallinn: before and after
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› Small houses [for new buildings the energy performance number should not
exceed 180 kWh/(year·m2); for existing buildings, 250 kWh/(year·m2)].

› Apartment buildings [for new buildings, 150 kWh/(year·m2); for existing
buildings, 200 kWh/(year·m2)].

› Office buildings [for new buildings, 220 kWh/(year·m2); for existing
buildings, 290 kWh/(year·m2)].

› Public buildings [for new buildings, 300 kWh/(year·m2); for existing
buildings, 390 kWh/(year·m2)].

› Μedical buildings [for new buildings, 400 kWh/(year·m2) for existing
buildings, 520 kWh/(year·m2)].

› Swimming pools [for new buildings, 800 kWh/(year·m2); for existing
buildings, 1,000 kWh/(year·m2)].

Compliance with the minimum energy performance requirements should be proved
through the energy calculation of the building. For smaller buildings (individual
homes and row houses), it is allowed to demonstrate the compliance with the
minimum energy performance requirements by the calculation of heat losses
through the building envelope.

There are plans for the adoption of stricter energy performance requirements after
2013, but the existing legal acts do not foresee the application of more stringent
requirements yet.

Other impacts

As of February 2010, approximately 2,500 energy certificates have been issued. The
majority of them (2,200) were issued for existing buildings. The number of dwellings
possessing energy certificates is significantly higher, because in a building with a
communal heating system, only one certificate is registered for the whole building.

Figure 2 – Number of certificates issued for existing buildings

Figure 3 – Number of certificates issued for new buildings
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Geographical coverage data show that the majority of the certificates are issued for
buildings in towns. Relatively small numbers of energy certificates are partly caused
by a recession in the economy. The activity and number of transactions in the real
estate market in 2009-2010 have been significantly below the average.

There are no existing data on the number of public buildings possessing certificates
yet.

8 > Conclusions and future planning

The EPBD has been fully transposed into the national legislation. While the
development of energy certification continues satisfactorily, the adoption of new
principles for setting and checking energy performance requirements needs a lot of
additional work, particularly regarding the development of the professional skills of
designers, architects and specialists working in the municipalities. Among many
other policy instruments implemented in Estonia, the EPBD has motivated and
streamlined the energy efficiency improvements of buildings.

The experiences from the implementation of the EPBD have outlined the following
needs:

› The procedures for checking compliance with the minimum energy
performance requirements should be more harmonised for typical
buildings.

› The activities for improvement of the knowledge of designers, architects
and specialists working in the municipalities on energy performance
requirements should be continued.

› More efforts are needed regarding the energy certification of public
buildings.

› Adequate technical and financial support is required to ensure energy
efficiency improvements in residential buildings, because the energy
auditing of buildings helps to determine the most promising energy saving
options.

› It is essential to support the development of pilot low-energy and nearly
zero energy buildings.
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